Tips for using the Children’s Core Collection (H.W. Wilson)
For curriculum support and selection, here is working data on fiction and nonfiction works, story collections, picture books and magazines recommended for readers from preschool through sixth grade.

Suggested selections in the Advance Search Page

**Search Box** 1 Enter your search term here, for example, American Indians. As you are typing, pay attention to the suggested subject terms. In this case, Ebsco suggests “American Indians OR Native Americans OR Indigenous Americans”.

**Subject** 1 DO NOT USE THIS FIELD HERE. After doing your initial search, you can then limit by subject on the results page.

**Category** 2 fiction or non-fiction or biography

**Grade** 3 Multiple grades can be selected by holding shift down and selecting the appropriate grade levels.
One you find a book that relates to your topic, check out the Similar Books and Other Books by this Author to help you locate more titles like this one.
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